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Although the children were often naked, they still wore jewelry like their parents, especially bracelets, collars,
and hair accessories. Peplos, Chitons The inner tunic was a peplos or chiton. In particular, they noted the long
trousers worn by people they considered barbarians from the north, including the Germanic Franks and Goths.
This toga also was worn by magistrates and high priests as an indication of their status. Although togas are
now thought of as the only clothing worn in ancient Italy, in fact, many other styles of clothing were worn and
also are familiar in images seen in artwork from the period. Often the chiton is shown as pleated. While no
clothes have survived from this period, descriptions exist from contemporary accounts and artistic depiction.
Rome was sited in Etruscan territory. Above their eyelid, they also used eyeshadow, which was usually in a
shade of blue or green. Over the dress, women would usually wear a robe or cape; this was often pleated as
well. He also criticized men who wore what were considered feminine or outrageous styles, including togas
that were slightly transparent. Cotton only became common in the 1st century A. Chlamys The chlamys was
made from a seamless rectangle of woolen material worn by men as a cloak; it was about the size of a blanket,
usually bordered. White gave a cleaner appearance. The chlamys was typical Greek military attire from the 5th
to 3rd century BCE. Other styles were required, for instance, for covering the head during ceremonies. The
ancient Egyptians also used a red powder called crew on their cheeks and lips when they did not use henna.
Also, the styles were generally the same for both the rich and the poor alike. The shape varied greatly.
Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. The softened flax was then separated into fibres which
were beaten before being spun into thread which was then woven into cloth. Once harvested, the flax was
soaked in water until soft. Also, those in the higher classes would have more ornaments on their clothing as
well as wear more jewelry. The Egyptians considered the leopard to be a sacred animal. Clothing as painted on
a tomb wall Painting in the Tomb of Horemhab by Unknown Photo by the Yorck Project Wealthy people wore
very soft linen clothes made from thin fibers. Women typically wore a long wrap-around dress that went down
to their ankles. The higher class a person was, the more gold and precious gems they would use in the making
of the jewelry. Most clothing of the ancient Egyptians was made of linen. Women wore an outer garment
known as a stola , which was a long pleated dress similar to the Greek chitons. The higher the position, the
thinner the material. During Old Kingdom Prior to BC , men wore them above the knee and the material was
often gathered in the front or pleated. This skirt was called the Shendyt. Meskell suggests that the clingy
clothing depicted in tomb painting is more wishful than based on sewing skills. Source Egyptian Jewelry
Jewelry was a very important part of Egyptian culture. Ancient Egyptian eye make-up was often very thick
and pronounced like on this mask that is displayed at the Egyptian Museum in Milan. The himation has been
most influential perhaps on later fashion. Fine linen could be gauzy and cool. Himation The basic outer
garment during winter was the himation , a larger cloak worn over the peplos or chlamys. The six social
classes in ancient Egypt from highest to lowest were: 1. The one difference separating the rich from the poor
was the type of material their clothes were made of, as well as how they designed their clothes.


